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INSIDE

And we thought our fans were dedicated. The basketball game must not
have been too exciting...see the Police
Note of the Week for the latest crib
in Cintas.

Check out our website for more photos
of this week’s intramural play.

www.thexunewswire.com

See POLICE| Page 4
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New
phones,
blue
phones

Sustainability
Club

By Molly Boes
News Editor
As the year goes on,
the number of blue lights
mounted on assistance phones
continues
to
grow
across
campus.
Currently
there are 16
phones that are
operating, seven that were installed with the
construction of
Fenwick Place,
the Conaton
Learning
Commons and
Smith Hall and
9 were installed
as a part of
Xavier’s safety
initiative.
This spring,
20 more blue
assistance
phones will be
strategically
placed throughout campus.
These blue
phones
have
been
replacing the old yellow emergency
phones because
they are more
noticeable and
updated.
Along with
the blue light,
the assistance
phones have
other new
features
including a mass
speaker system,
which will be installed in 18 of the
phones. The mass speaker system
will enable the police to issue an
announcement from the dispatch
that will be announced throughout
campus from these select phones.
Steve Owen, director for environmental health and safety, said
that while XU Alert Me is often
used for campus-wide announcements, using the assistance phones
will enable them to make the an-
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By Lauren Vaughen
Staff Writer

Finds compost sight for Hoff
By Jessica Nekl
Staff Writer

trashed each school year.” Additionally, the togo coffee cups in the cafeteria are recyclable.
The Sustainability Club is actively working
with the changes occurring on campus.
The Bike XU project put on by the
Sustainability Club has been successful. A
student can rent a bike for ten dollars for

With so many changes going on around
campus, Xavier is indeed making an effort to
stay within the parameters of today’s green
standards.
The Hoff Dining Commons puts forth
a significant effort to be environmentallyfriendly and sustainable by buying locally
grown produce and reducing waste, for example. They have also acquired the resources
to compost food in the cafeteria, and this
process will be starting in February.
Composting food has many benefits for
the environment. “It provides rich soil and
saves waste from landfills so they do not fill
up as quickly,” junior Sustainability club copresident Elle Ross said. Composted waste
can be converted to reusable soil, rather than
sitting in a landfill and becoming toxic. Most
leftover food can be composted, along with
paper napkins.
In August, Xavier began providing green
To-Go takeout boxes for the cafeteria.
Mike Ross, the senior director of dining
said, “Last year students averaged about
400 takeout meals per day from the
Hoff Marketplace. By switching to
the reusable Green To-Go boxes,
Xavier Dining is saving over
30,000 Styrofoam boxes from being

See SUSTAINABILITY| Page 4
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The Musketeers pulled out
a win against Rhode Island this
Saturday, snapping their 11-game
losing streak and winning an
Atlantic 10 matchup for the first
time this season. Senior Tyeasha
Moss led the team to victory with
her career high 27 points.
“They were extremely focused
on coming here for one reason and that was getting a win,”
head coach Amy Waugh said, “I
thought from start to finish they
did a good job of playing hard.
We had our stretches, our lapses,
but at the same time, they stuck
together and they stuck to the
game plan and I’m very proud of
them for that.”
The Musketeers are now 4-15
on the season and 1-5 in A-10
play. Junior Jessica Pachko scored
14 points and got four rebounds,
sophomore Ashley Wanninger
added nine points and three rebounds and redshirt freshman
Lakeisha Crouch tied her careerhigh with seven points.
After an impressive jump shot
by Moss with 15:31 left to play,
Xavier was up by 13 points, which
proved to be their largest lead of
the game. The Rams tried to come
back, bringing the score to 49-46
with 7:41 to play, but Xavier was
able to pull away with two straight
three pointers
See WINNING| Page 6
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Women
Musketeers
find a win
over RI Rams
67-57
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Newswire photo by Greg Rose

Women’s basketball won over the
Rhose Island Rams, their first victory
in A-10 play.

www.thexunewswire.com
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CFJ welcomes new Interim Director Greg Carpinello
By jenny mendoza
Staff Writer
Greg Carpinello has stepped
up as the new Interim Director
of the Dorothy Day Center
for Faith and Justice, replacing
David Johnson who has moved
to the Office of Student Life and
Leadership. Newswire was able
to talk with Greg concerning his
plans for himself and for CFJ.
Xavier Newswire: First off, are you
excited about the position?
Greg Carpinello: I am always
willing to serve Xavier in whatever way I can, so I am honored to
continue working with the CFJ as
the Interim Director.
XN: Where are you from?
GC: Cincinnati, Ohio.
XN: How did you end up at
Xavier?
GC: I moved into Kuhlman
Hall as a first year student in the fall
of 1997. I graduated in 2001 after
majoring in English with minors
in Peace Studies and Theology.
After a year away, I coordinated
retreats at Xavier from 2002 until
2006. I spent four years in Boston
finishing a Masters Degree at
Boston College in their School of
Theology and Ministry and working in their Campus Ministry department. My wife and I moved
back to Cincinnati in 2010 and I
have been involved in a wide array
of projects for CFJ since then.
XN: What sort of things do you
plan for the future of CFJ? What do

you think you will bring to the table as
interim director?
GC: My hope is that the CFJ
can continue to be a place where
students are supported and challenged. Our staff is highly creative, motivated, hardworking and
passionate about walking with
students as they make meaning
in their lives. Even though Dave
Johnson has shifted to serve our
division in a new way, our focus
right now is maintaining our services and programs for students.
XN: What are your goals during
your time at CFJ?
GC: We want all students who
walk through our doors to gain
a better understanding of themselves, of their own spirituality, of
their place in the world. We want
them to leave us ready to make the
world a better place through their
passion, their expertise and their
care for others, or as St. Ignatius
said, “ready to set the world
aflame.”
XN: What is one thing you love
about what CFJ is doing now?
GC: I am amazed at the significant, worthy questions that students ask each day. Come into our
office sometime and you will hear
conversations happening about all
kinds of topics and issues. It is a
remarkably vibrant place to work.
XN: What is something that could
use improvement?
GC: We are always looking for
new ways to reach out to students
and that will never change.

XN: Anything you want students to
know?
GC: If you have never visited CFJ on the third floor of
Gallagher or participated in a program sponsored by our office, I
encourage you to check us out.
Former CFJ director Dave

Johnson had a few comments regarding Carpinello stepping up as
the new director.
“Greg, like the rest of our
Center's staff, is a remarkably talented individual who loves to work
with students as they explore how
they might live the BIG questions

-Paid Advertisement-

-Paid Advertisement-

associated with faith, justice and
pluralism. If you have not met
Greg, or the other staff from the
CFJ, you should,” Johnson said.
Molly Boes, News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu
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Husband and wife double E/RS lectures

Phones: More assistance

By taylor fulkerson
Staff Writer
Most students don’t opt to attend philosophy lectures in their
spare time.
However, there was an overwhelming turnout for Drs. Jorge
and Laura Garcia, who visited as
the first part of the Ethics, Religion
and Society (E/RS) Lecture Series
this semester.
At 7 p.m. on
Thursday,
Jorge
promptly
began
his lecture entitled
“Racism
under
Ethical Analysis” after a brief introduction from philosophy
professor
Michael
Sweeney, Ph.D.
Jorge examined
several contemporary accounts
of racism in conjecture with his
own.
In the last 10 years he has written a series of articles on what
he calls a “volitional account of
racism.”
“The project itself…is somewhat controversial,” Jorge said,
summarizing the lecture, writings and perhaps the field on the
whole.
The evening concluded with
a session of questions from stu-

Continued from page 1

dents, professors and members of
the community that probed his account from multiple angles.
At 3 p.m. on Friday, Laura’s
lecture, “A Feminist Defense of
Male/Female Complementarities,”
focused on a brief outline of feminism and a defense of the fifth
wave of thinking, person-centered
feminism.
She upheld the most recent

uate work at Fordham University
and his graduate work at Yale
University.
He works primarily with normative ethics and moral theory,
and he has written extensively on
race and racism in the last decade.
His wife did her undergraduate
studies at Westmont College and
received her doctorate from the
University of Notre Dame.
She specialized in natural
theology and
m e t a p hy s i c s
and she has
examined bioethical implications and societal roles for
Dr. Laura Garcia, E/RS lecturer
women in her
writings.
concept, which embraces the inBoth are currently professors
herent differences between men at Boston College, and have been
and women on a metaphysical working together for about 30
level and seeks to find harmony years, according to Jorge.
in the interactions between the
The next installment of the E/
sexes.
RS series is scheduled for Feb. 28.
When the Friday session drew William Wagner from the Catholic
less of a crowd than Jorge’s, Laura University of America will lecjokingly mused, “I’m trying not to ture at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
take offense at that.” She seemed Kennedy Auditorium and Cintas
to capture both talks in a single Center, respectively.
sentence, saying, “No human is
More information can be found at
more human than another.”
www.xavier.edu/ers/lecture-series.cfm.
Jorge completed his undergrad-

“ ”

No human is more human
than another.

-Paid Advertisement-

phones appear on campus

nouncement immediately, and can
be used during tornado or severe
thunderstorm warnings and other
alerts.
Owen also stressed that these
phones are not only for emergencies but, as their name suggests, they are also for assistance.
“We are encouraging people to
use them if they have a flat tire,
are locked out of their car, are
requesting an escort, and not just
for crimes,” Owen said.
In order to use the phones,
there is a button on the box that
individuals can press. Once the
button is pressed, they are immediately connected with the police
dispatcher and the blue light starts
to flash. A screen in the dispatcher’s office tells what phone was
activated.
The phones act not only as an
immediate access to assistance,
but because they are more noticeable, Owen said they may begin to
act as a deterrent against crime.
“Some people want to move
away from phone systems because, supposedly, everyone has a
cell phone,” Owen said. “But what
happens if you lose your phone?
These updated phones advertise
that we take safety very seriously.”

3

CORRECTIONS

The Newswire strives
to keep the integrity and
honor of all in the articles
we publish.
In an effort to better the
paper, please tell us if you
find corrections that need
to be made.
We appreciate your help
in making the Newswire a
better newspaper.

E-mail us at newswire@
xavier.edu or call us at
513-745-3607.
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Sustainability club: planning changes
Continued from page 1.

the semester. This project
is sponsored by Women of
Excellence.
The Sustainability Club will
host a Recycle Mania competition later this semester. The
event will last one week. There

Ross said.
The Sustainability Club
strives to involve students in
Xavier’s “go green” initiatives
and increase awareness of the
small things that can be done to
make a difference.

will also be a ride board available
on the Xavier portal so students
can have access to local and long
distance carpooling rides for
breaks.
In addition, Sustainability
Week will take place April 16-20.
“It’s going to focus on sustainable initiatives around campus, primarily regarding composting, recycling and trash,”

Ed Morley, Campus News Editor
Phone: (513) 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

Police
Notes

XU INTRAMURALS

Jan. 24 7:57 p.m. — A student reported that his/her driver’s side mirror had been damaged while parked in the C-5 lot.

Fall semester was a record-breaking one for XUIM. As the
spring season of Intramural sports begins, the Newswire looks
at some of the statistics from this academic year.

Jan. 25 3:52 p.m. — A student reported damage to the
hood of his/her car which was
parked in the A lot.
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Jan. 28 9:20 a.m. — A parking attendant reported that he/
she was threatened by a patron
who was leaving an event at the
Cintas Center.
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Jan. 28 11:40 p.m. — Xavier Police received a report of a
shattered rear windshield on a
student’s car on the 400 block of
Montgomery Road after hearing a loud pop and observing
his/her rear windshield shatter.
Norwood Police were unable to
determine what had caused the
damage.
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21% seniors

Jan. 27 5:52 p.m. — Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a search and recovery of a
vehicle which had been stolen.
Several juvenile suspects were
arrested in Norwood.

27% freshmen

114 teams will compete in three sports this semester.
Watch this space for weekly results and more

*males to females

- Paid Advertisements -

Jan. 29 12:14 a.m. — Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a house party in the 2000
block of Wayland Avenue. Four
students were cited for disorderly house and summoned to the
Norwood Mayor’s court.

Jan. 29 10:17 a.m. — Xavier Police responded to a domestic dispute at Cintas Center. The subjects were warned
about their behavior and sent
on their way.
Jan. 29 10:20 a.m. — Residence Life discovered damage
to an apartment lobby door on
the second floor of the Commons.
Jan. 30 7:32 p.m. — A student reported the theft of an
unattended iPhone from the
Hoff Dining Commons.

Note of the

Week

If in doubt, pass out in the
toilet!
Jan. 25 8:01 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated
the report of a student who
was passed out in a restroom
in Cintas Center. The student was cited for underage
consumption.
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Things I know, think I know and don’t know

Sports Editor Sabrina Brown gives her take on Xavier men’s basketball — Dana O’Neil style
Things I know
1. The Atlantic 10 is a mess

Things I think I know
1. What it means to be a fan

Every year, one thing
has been pretty reliable
in college basketball:
it’s Xavier and everyone else in the A-10.
This year that is far
from true. Sitting atop
the A-10 Standings are Massachusetts, La Salle and St.
Bonaventure. Crazy, right? Temple and Xavier are both
half a game back for second, and Saint Louis and Dayton
fall in next at third. For the first time in many years, the
A-10 title is anybody’s game.

It seems that the general consensus on campus these past
few weeks has been that
Xavier is now a terrible, horrible, no-good, very bad team
and fans are “wasting their
time.” I’m calling your bluff
Xavier fans. Yes, it is perfectly
acceptable to be angry after a game. Yell, curse and drink your
sorrows away, please, but turning your back on a team is never
the answer. There is no excuse for hearing a crowd boo their
own team on their homecourt. Remember that these are your
peers, and a team that’s trying for a comeback needs its fans
more than a team that’s No. 8 in the country.

2. Dez Wells is not your ordinary freshman

1. Where Xavier’s going

While I don’t believe that Xavier’s
season is over, I’m not entirely
sure where it’s going either. We
all know what this team is capable of doing. I feel that
this season is one full
of “ifs.” If Xavier gets
its act together, New
Orleans isn’t a dream that’s
entirely dead. If the Musketeers
play like they did against Dayton…
Well, let’s not dwell on that.

2. Andre Walker can be the
glue for this team

Freshman Dezmine Wells of
North Carolina was selected to the
preseason A-10 All Rookie team,
and there was a reason. This freshman stands at 6-foot-5 and 215
pounds and is arguably one of the
most athletic players on the Xavier
roster. Wells averages 9.6 points
and 5.4 rebounds per game. This
puts him at third on the team in
scoring, behind Mark Lyons
and Tu Holloway.
The freshman also
stands at third in
rebounding behind
Andre Walker and
Kenny Frease.

3. Free throws, free throws, free throws

Things I don’t know

Throughout my life, my favorite player to watch has
always been the player that’s
seemingly overlooked. The
player that gets the rebound,
plays defense, makes the pass
and goes for a simple lay-up,
not a dunk. Xavier needed a
leader, not a point guard, but
someone who plays more for the
name on the front of the jersey
than the back. Walker is that player
for Xavier this year. He’s the passer,
the rebounder, the defender, the player that can hold a flailing Musketeer
team together simply through being
the player that he is.

3. Xavier’s season isn’t over

2. The starting line-up
For Xavier’s past two
games, head coach Chris
Mack has been playing with the
starting line-up. For most
of the season, it’s been
standard:
Holloway,
Lyons, Wells, Walker and
Frease. Against SLU, Mack
started freshman Dee Davis
and junior Jeff Robinson in
place of Lyons and Frease due
to effort in practice. Against
Charlotte, Mack started Robinson
for Walker. On Wednesday, it’s anybody’s guess to see who shows up dressed
for tip-off.

3. Why Coach Mack refuses to use his crutches

So far this season, the Xavier
While Xavier’s hit a few rough patches this season, to count
men’s basketball team has gone
the Musketeers out would be a mistake
67.4 percent from the line.
of huge proportions. College
Senior center Kenny Frease
basketball is founded on the nois currently 26-55 from the
tion that any team can do anycharity stripe, one of many of
thing at anytime. Xavier fans are
Xavier’s frontcourt to struggle
used to being the best in our
from the line. Against Dayton,
conference. Our record isn’t
Xavier’s big men went 4-13 in
that much worse than it was
free throw shooting. The team as
last year. In 2003-04 season,
a whole went 50 percent from the line but has followed
Xavier ended the season in the
with some of its best free throw shooting of the year Elite Eight after a three point loss to Duke, finishing with a
against Saint Louis with 90.6 percent.
record of 26-11 (10-6 in conference play).

Mack tore his patella tendon a few weeks back in
practice proving a point to his team. Since then,
Xavier’s head coach has been sentenced to use
crutches following surgery. Not only has he
been seen jumping on and off of the
media room stage, he is now leaving
his crutches at home, according
to a tweet from his wife, Christi
Mack.

XU Track Player Profile: Tom Ohlman
By Lauren Vaughan
Staff Writer

The Xavier Newswire sat down
with sophomore runner Tom
Ohlman.

sixth-grade hurdle background
is coming in use, but it’s a crazy
race.
It’s different than anything I’ve
ever done before, so it’s a lot of
fun. It’s just something different
than the usual “however-manylaps” around the track and stuff.
It’s a lot of fun but it’s definitely a
tough race.

Xavier Newswire: How’d you get
into running?
Tom Ohlman: In sixth grade,
one of my good friends was running track and wanted me to do
track with him. I started out doing hurdles and quickly found that
I was really bad at that because I
got last in every race. The following fall he was also running cross
country. In track he’d always say,
“Do distance with me!” and I’d
say, “I can’t run a mile! That’s so
far!” In the fall he wanted me to
come out and do cross country, so
I started doing that, and I’ve been
doing it ever since, really.

XN: So did you just start doing that
in college?
TO: Yeah, last year our assistant coach worked with the steeplechasers and she was sort of
having all the freshman try out, so
I was like, “Oh, that’d be fun to
try something new,” and so I got
out there and did it. The first time
I ran pretty well, so we decided to
keep going with it. I think we’re
going to do it this year, too.

XN: How do you like the
Steeplechase?
TO: It’s interesting. I guess that

XN: What’s your favorite race to
run?
TO: In track I’m sort of doing

everything: outdoor 1500, steeplechase, 5k, and possibly 10k. I
don’t know. I guess coming out of
high school I was doing the two
mile every meet because that’s all
I needed to run. Now every meet,
it’s pretty much something different that I’m running.
One question I get a lot is
whether I like cross country or
track more. I guess, as of now, I
like track more just because it just
switches it up a lot and it’s more interesting than it was in high school.
I still love cross country. It’s a lot
of fun and everything, but track’s
just been a new experience.
XN: Tell me a little about your
family.
TO: I’ve got an older sister.
She just graduated last year from
the University of Evansville and
actually just moved down to
Cincinnati to get a job here. She
lives two miles from campus, so
that’s pretty cool.

XN: What do you do before a meet
to prepare?
TO: I like to be not too in the
zone, but relaxed, focused and
know my race plan.I sort of run
through the race in my head and
know what I need to do, like when
I’m going to need to make a move
or anything. A lot of people don’t
really like it but before races I’m
joking around, trying to stay loose
and trying to have fun.
XN: What are your hobbies outside
of running?
TO: Outside of running, I like
playing videogames with my roommates. We play lots of X-Box,
Madden — I’ve got to support my
Colts. We do just about anything
athletic really — football, basketball, sometimes soccer in the offseason.
I got to play some snow football over break — can’t do that
here…But I like to hang out,
watch movies, anything really.

Winning
Continued from page 1
little more than three minutes left
on the clock.
During the first half, the
Musketeers shot 50 percent from
the floor and were 7-for-7 in free
throws. Two Musketeers scored
in the double digits in the first
twenty minutes of play, Moss with
11 points and Pachko with 10. At
halftime, Xavier led 34-23, holding its largest halftime lead of the
season.
The Musketeers finished the
game shooting 49 percent from
the floor and just under 91 percent from the line.
The Rams were 46.8 percent
and 84.6 percent respectively.
Xavier also committed a seasonlow 10 turnovers and had 11
assists.
Waugh said, “It’s a great day
and we’re going to enjoy it tonight,
but we’ve got to turn the page and
we’ve got a lot to improve on before we play the next game.”

Sports
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XU track excels Zennedjian: swimmer or ping-pong champ
By Caleb Childers
Staff Writer

The Musketeers broke many
school and personal records at the
Indiana Relays this weekend.
In the 800-meter run, junior
Rachel Clark ran a time of 2:16.61
minutes to break the previous record by less than a second, a record held by her older sister.
Senior Brittani Peltz finished
in the top 10 in the Women’s 400Meter Dash Invitational with a
time of 57.75.
Senior Emily Tyler ran well in
both the 60-meter dash and the
60-meter hurdles. She ran the
60-meter dash in 8.18 and placed
20th in the 60-meter hurdles with
a time of 9.07.
In the 4x400- meter relay, the
Musketeers ran a season-best time
of 4:02.57 and placed 24th after
a close finish with three other
schools.
Senior Nick Williams tied his
season best 60-meter dash time
of 7.02. This placed him at 18th
out of 55 runners. Williams continued his success by turning in a
200-meter time of 22.14 and placing seventh in the race.
The men’s team also had an impressive showing in the 800-meter
run with senior Ben Lawrence
breaking the two-minute mark at a
new personal record of 1:58:86.
Freshman Travis Hawes ran
a 2:00.65 and freshman Connor
Bucholz ran a 2:01.66.
Junior Hank Geer gave the
Musketeers another top 10 performance by placing eighth in the
5,000-meter run at 15:13.01.

Newswire sits down with talented Xavier swimmer
By kyle isaacs

Asst. Sports Editor
The Xavier men’s swimming
record book has one name that
constantly
appears:
Michael
Zennedjian.
The senior from Farmington
Hills, Mich. currently holds seven
Xavier records, three coming from
individual events and four on relay
teams.
Head coach Brent MacDonald
had nothing but praise for his senior swimmer.
“As a coach I appreciate
Michael’s ability to pass on our
desires and goals to his teammates
while solidifying their confidence,”
MacDonald said.
The Xavier Newswire sat down
with Zennedjian to learn more
about the Most Outstanding
Performer in the 2011 Atlantic 10
Championships.
He has his sights set on capturing an A-10 title this year.
“It is a reality that we can win
it because we have the talent,”
Zennedjian said.
When asked of his personal
best race, he cited last year’s A-10
championships. “It was one of the
most memorable experiences,” he
said.
Zennedjian, who swims the
200-yard individual medley (IM),
the 400-yard IM and the 200-yard
butterfly, is focused on winning
those events.
While the 400-yard IM is his
favorite event to swim, he holds
the school record in each of those

-Paid Advertisement-

Photo courtesy of Greg Rust

Head coach Brent MacDonald has
high praise for Michael Zennedjian.

individual races.
Zennedjian said he is excited
about the current freshman class
and the chances of a Xavier swimmer winning the A-10 Rookie of
the Year award.
Zennedjian began swimming
as a youngster in Michigan.
“I was five years old when my
mom threw me in the pool and I
floated, so I figured I would stick

with swimming,” Zennedjian said.
He seems to have made a good
decision according to MacDonald,
who pointed out that Zennedjian
has positioned himself as one of
the greatest swimmers in Xavier
history.
“He has a chance to finish this
year and take all doubt away that
he is the best swimmer to suit up
for Xavier,” MacDonald said.
When he is not in the pool, the
marketing major competes in another sport: Ping-Pong.
“I’m really good at Ping-Pong.
I’m probably better at it than I am
at swimming,” he said.
Zennedjian enjoys watching
tennis and following his favorite
player, Roger Federer.
In addition to watching tennis, he also enjoys following the
Detroit Tigers and is excited for
the upcoming season with the
newest Tiger, Prince Fielder.
Following his career at Xavier,
Zennedjian plans to compete at
the Olympic qualifying trials in
the summer.
“There is a meet four weeks
after the A-10 championships. If
I do well in that meet, I will continue on to the Olympic trials in
July,” Zennedjian said.
He plans on trying to qualify
in three different events, but realizes the difficulty because only the
top two swimmers in each event
advance.
“It is one of the most competitive Olympic teams to make,”
Zennedjian said.
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Coach Mack’s
Tweet of the
week

Head men’s basketball coach
Chris Mack is considered one
of the funniest tweeters in
college basketball.

@NewswireSports
picked their favorite for the
week.
@CoachChrisMack: Cintas
Center is so clean you could
eat stuff off the floor. Good
thing cause my daughters
have dropped their pizza 3x
each. #stilleatingit!
Be sure to check out

@xaviernewswire
and

@NewswireSports
for all your latest
Xavier

news!

Swimming falls short
By Danny O’malley

Staff Writer
The Xavier men’s and women’s swimming teams took a
trip to Dayton to go head-tohead against Wright State this
weekend.
Both teams fell short to the
Raiders. The men’s team accumulated 100 points versus the
Raiders 161, while the Xavier
women gathered 116 to Wright
State’s 146.
The Musketeers had six
first place finishes in individual
events and one first place finish
in the relay department.
However, both the men and
women were very successful in
the individual medley events.
Senior Mary Podlaski finished
first place with a time of 4:46.94
minutes
with
sophomore
Jenny Martin finishing second.
Senior Michael Zennedjian and
sophomore Chad Thompson
came in first and second place,
respectively.
Zennedjian finished with a
time of 4:11.06 and Thompson
with 4:14.83.
The 200-yard backstroke
was also a bright spot for the
Musketeers. Thompson won
this event finishing with a time
of 1:53.22. The women’s team
won this as well with freshman Samantha Sloand finishing
in first place just ahead of her
teammate freshman Carolyn
Stewart.

Stewart, apart from her second place finish in the 200-yard
backstroke was also able to
gather a first place finish in the
women’s 100-yard backstroke.
Finishing behind Stewart and
coming in second place in the
100-yard backstroke was another
freshman Jacquelyn Misanik.
Back on the men’s side of the
meet, junior Samuel Conchuratt
recorded a 1:57.01 time in the
men’s 200-yard butterfly allowing him to secure first place.
Conchuratt was also part of
the only Xavier relay team that
had a first place finish during
the meet. The men’s 200-yard
freestyle relay team consisted
of Conchuratt, junior, Pablo
Morejon and sophomores John
Kinney and Armando Moss. The
squad was able to finish three
seconds in front of the second
place team.
This is the last competition
for the men until the Atlantic 10
Championships on Feb. 22-25.
Head coach Brent MacDonald
explained how this meet might
affect the team going into the
championships.
“It really doesn’t affect them
going into the meet. We use these
duel meets for race strategies
more than anything,” MacDonald
said.
The women’s team will be
hosting Ohio University at the
O’Connor Sports Center on
Friday.
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First Amendment to the United
States Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.

Weekly Poll
Should there be a business class in the core?

No

Yes

Question for next week:

Should sustainability be a major
Xavier initiative?

Vote Online!

EDITORIAL

Sustainability should not be priority
Living sustainable. Sounds terrific. Who wants to be unsustainable? And anyways, isn’t every
college, not to mention workplace, moving in the direction of
sustainability?
Well, Xavier has committed itself on paper, in ink. Newswire
stories from 2008 indicate
President Fr. Michael Graham,
S.J. signed the “College and
University President’s Climate
Commitment” Jan. 22, 2008.
The University has created a
sustainability committee, and
the committee has made numerous attempts at make the
University “greener.”
But let’s be real here; why?
We all want to be sustainable,
but is it really doing us — the
students — any good or are we
just piggy-backing on an already
established trend?
“I think this is an important issue for society in general, universities included, especially Jesuit,
Catholic ones like Xavier,” Fr.
Graham said. And perhaps it is.

But much like anything these
days, sustainability seems to have
fallen into the pit of publicity.
We’ve seen companies take the beloved sustainability movement and
turn it into a marketing campaign
for an eco-friendly autobahn or

an all-natural grapefruit. Further,
how many TOMS-wearing, hippieheadband-sporting Musketeers
actually compost, bike or recycle?
Sustainability is fashionable, and,
like any fad, has an overwhelming
amount of nominal converts. So

yes, sustainable posers, we’re calling you out. It really just isn’t all
for the betterment of the planet,
is it?
Deep down, we’re sure that each
one of us cares about the survival
of our planet and particularly, the
lifestyle we’ve created on it. But
if sustainability is just passing
trend, how much University time
and resources should we dedicate
to it, especially in a world where
instant gratification is king? The
point is, if we chase down every trend that pops up, we’d be
a Twitter page and have a Words
With Friends club.
Still, we’re not chastising
Xavier for being sustainable. We
are proud to see the real sustainability movement keep on trucking (in electric trucks, of course),
and hope that the students (and
universities) who walk around
touting their reusable water-bottles and shirts that read, “Save
Water, Shower Together” actually put their money where their
mouths are.

On the Web:
www.thexunewswire.com

The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier University,
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s a commuter student, I
find myself going
through a constant struggle to
find good parking spots. The
hunt for a close spot is even
more intense with the winter
season
in full
swing.
Nobody
wants
to trek
across
campus
in below
freezing
weather
bundled
up,
looking
less than
glamorous. But
let’s face
it, trying
to get
a spot
in the coveted C1 lot is nearly
impossible, especially if you are

not on campus
before 7 a.m.
This being the
case for most
commuter
students, we are
forced up on the
hill behind the

Cintas Center. And
what do you get in the
middle of winter on
top of a hill? A nice
freezing wind tunnel
to fight through on
your way to class.
But, like most commuter students, I have
learned to love the C2
lot and have accepted
my place atop the
hill. So imagine my
reaction when I head
to the parking lot one
morning and find that
all the spots are taken
or blocked off by large orange
cones. This is supposed to be

Taylor
Spaw
Columnist

a commuter lot for commuter
students to park in, but somehow
I find myself desperately seeking
any prospect of a spot way in the
back of the lot. As
I am passing
the C2 lot,
even the C3 lot
with no sign
of an empty
space, my
anger grows.
When I finally
park, bundle up
and head to class, I
stop to investigate. Who are these
cars taking up my parking spots?
They do not have commuter
stickers in their windows and
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they don’t
have Xavier
bumper
stickers, so
who are
they?
I’ve
come to
realize
commuter
lot only
sometimes
means commuter lot. Other
times it means visitors and event
parking, too. Being a poor college

students with their parents
can park in my spot for free?
Forcing me, the one paying to
park, to hike to and from my
car while the visitors get front
row seats to the day’s events.
So I ask, where does the
loyalty lie: to potential incoming
freshmen and basketball ticket
holders or to the people that
are here day in and day out, rain
or shine (the students)? Being
a commuter student is hard
enough. You often feel like you
have no connection with Xavier
life. You
have no
home
base on
campus
and
sometimes
you don’t
Taylor Spaw, Columnist
even
have a
spot to park your car. However,
student, I recall having to shovel
I have yet to see a day where the
out seemingly countless dollars
residential parking lot has been
for my parking pass, so that I can blocked off or used for other
claim my spot, but high school
purposes.

“

Where does the
loyalty lie?

”

What to do with Alter Hall?

W

e’re about to
see a major
change on
campus
— the replacement of Alter
Hall, but it’s more than just an
aesthetic shift we need. Alter’s
traffic jams are unavoidable
and it’s somewhat uninviting.
The administration is already
in the planning process for a
new building, but based on
the version of Alter we have
now, and some of our recent
additions to
campus,
I feel that
we need
to engage
the
interests
of the
students
as well
as the
interests of the University as
a whole in this change. Our
buildings do not define us, but
they do reflect certain values
we hold.
I say this because I feel
like we’ve already lost ground
in the recently opened
Musketeer Mezzanine. The

“

new office space is a stark contrast to the first floor of Alter,
which is not necessarily a bad
thing. However, I don’t feel the
new offices reflect who we are as
a Xavier community. When I declared my major last semester in
Alter, I sat down and talked with
a secretary who briefly explained
what I needed to do to make it
happen. The new office is not
nearly as inviting nor open to that
form of discussion and explanation. Most people may find

favor of getting students in and
out. A desk separates the personnel from the students. The office
is coordinated for assessing the
problem, fixing it with a computer station or a brief explanation and processing students. The
primary goal is efficiency, not
conversation.
Now to turn our eyes from
past to future — what will the
new Alter be? Are we going to
see a similar move for the efficient glamour of Anywhere
University,
or will we
strive to
uphold
the Jesuit
values we
care about
at Xavier?
Academics
Taylor Fulkerson, Columnist
are on
the other
end of the spectrum from office
this point trifling; I find it to be
space and paperwork. The most
important. Declaring a major is
important things we do as underpaperwork. Paperwork should be
grads should occur in Alter and
the least important aspect of an
the building that replaces it. Our
undergraduate education, yet at
classroom time and interactions
Xavier, even a menial process was with faculty and ideas through
a human, face-to-face interaction. dialogue and those heavier conThe new offices seem to preclude versations should hold value over
the possibility of dialogue in
almost all, if not all, other activi-

No, the buildings do not constitute who
we are, but they do shape our day-to-day
experiences and reflect our values.

”

ties we participate in as students.
The faculty has been given
the opportunity to meet with the
firm designing the new structure
several times. I cannot speak
for all of them, but several have
indicated that a space of dialogue
and interaction
would be highly
favored over the
more “efficient”
in-and-out
model. They
want a place
where they can
comfortably talk
to students and
engage them
about academics
and more outside of class, not
long hallways that
just manage
the masses
of students.
Plausibly,
this new
building would
be the focal
meeting place for this University.
Professors know best about what
will serve the dialogue that we
value so highly.
As students though, I feel we

have a unique voice. Our dollars fund the University. This is
our education. It’s what we’re
paying for, and some of us will
go broke to do it. We deserve
the quality liberal arts education that we bargained for,
not one based
on quantity of
students and
being “efficient.”
No, the buildings
do not constitute
who we are, but
they do shape
our day-to-day
experiences and
reflect our values.
We want dialogue and quality,
especially in a
building
that will be
the most
utilized
meeting place
for every
student and
most professors in a four-year period. It is
our privilege and responsibility
to speak about this as students,
so we ought to take advantage
of it.

Taylor
Fulkerson
Columnist
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The Oscars: many will enter, few will win
BY John Reese
Staff Writer

The Oscar season has finally
arrived. President of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Tom Sherak, and actress
Jennifer Lawrence, who is best
known for her Oscar - nominated
performance in 2010’s Winter’s
Bone, announced the Academy
Award nominations on Tuesday,
Jan. 24. The following films were
announced.
Hugo
Martin Scorsese’s love letter to
classic cinema, scored 11 nominations including best picture,
best director (Scorsese) and best
adapted screenplay. The Artist,
a comedic black-and-white film
that pays tribute to the silent era
of cinema scored 10 nominations
which included best picture, best
director (Michel Hazanavicius),
best original screenplay, best actor
(Jean Dujardin) and best supporting actress (Bérénice Bejo).
Unlike last year the Academy
allowed voters to choose between
five to 10 nominees for best
picture.
This year the other best picture
nominees included The Descendants,
Extremely Loud and Incredibly
Close, The Help, Midnight in Paris,
Moneyball, The Tree of Life and War
Horse.

The Descendants

Moneyball

A dramedy about a land baron
trying to reconnect with his two
kids after his wife suffers a boating accident, was also nominated
for best actor (George Clooney),
best director (Alexander Payne),
best adapted screenplay and best
editing.

A baseball drama about a general manager trying to employ
computer-generated analysis to
draft his players scored nominations which included best actor
(Brad Pitt) and best original
screenplay.
The Tree of Life

The Help

This drama about origins and meaning of life,
also scored nominations for best director
(Terrence Malick) and
best cinematography.

A drama about an author during the Civil Rights
Movements who decides to
write a book detailing the
African-American maid’s
point of view on the
white families for which
she works, also received
nominations for best actress (Viola Davis) and
best supporting actress
(Octavia Spencer).

War Horse
Steven Spielberg’s
epic drama about a
boy and his horse trying to find each other
after being separated
by World War I, scored
a best picture nomination in addition to five
others.

Midnight in Paris
A romantic comedy
about a screenwriter who
is forced to confront the
shortcomings of his relationship with his fiancée and their
divergent goals due to his magical experiences in the city beginning each night at midnight. It also
scored nominations for best director (Woody Allen), best original
screenplay and best art direction.

Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close
The biggest surprise of
the best picture nominees.
The 9/11 drama has received
mixed to negative reviews, but
apparently the members of the
Academy did not care about that.

The film also received a best
supporting actor nomination for
Max von Sydow.
Yet, as with every year there
were several this year that included The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,
Bridesmaids, Drive, 50/50 and Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part
2. All of these films received great
reviews, but unfortunately did not
make the final cut.

—

In the acting categories Jonah
Hill (Moneyball), Demian Bichir
(A Better Life), Rooney Mara
(The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo),
Gary Oldman (Tinker, Tailor,
Solider, Spy), Jessica Chastain
(The Help) and Melissa McCarthy
(Bridesmaids) received their first
ever nominations.
Just like with the best picture
categories there were plenty of
actors who got snubbed. Albert
Brooks (Drive), Tilda Swinton (We
Need to Talk About Kevin), Michael
Fassbender (Shame), Shailene
Woodley (The Descendants) and
Ryan Gosling (The Ides of March)
all received some critic awards, but
that momentum did not lead them
to any Oscar nominations.
In addition, the host of this
year’s Oscars is none other than
Billy Crystal. This will be the comedian’s ninth time hosting the
show after Eddie Murphy suddenly dropped out several months
ago. The 84th Academy Awards
will air on Feb. 26 on ABC.

-Paid Advertisement-
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London: a flourishing city
BY Haley Seger
Staff Writer

London is a very cultural city.
During orientation week ne of my
tour guides told my group that,
out of the seven million people in
London, only about two million
of them are native Londoners.
With so many different people
coming to the city, the wide variety of cultures that come together
to mingle with one another create
an atmosphere that is distinctly
London.
For example, on Sunday I went
to the Chinese New Year celebration. The area was so crowded
that I couldn’t see any of the
events and ended up leaving after
being there for a very short time,
but the sheer number of different
people shows just how multicultural London can be.
As the former center of an empire, London’s culture comes from
all over the world.
One of my favorite experiences this week was going to the
British Museum.
Being a history major and
an unrepentant nerd, I knew
this trip would be a highlight.
Unfortunately, I didn’t have the
time to explore as much as I would
have liked, but I did manage to see
well-known artifacts such as the
Rosetta Stone and ruins from the
Parthenon.
Some people might question
why these artifacts are in England
instead of their places of origin.
From the signs on these artifacts,
I gathered that the British like to
hold on to whatever pieces of

Royal Albert Hall in downtown London, England

history and culture they can find,
even if they don’t necessarily have
the best claims to them.
London isn’t just a cultural city
in the sense that many cultures are
represented; it is also home to a
thriving arts scene.
I have already had the opportunity to see some of this culture.
On Thursday, I went to Royal
Albert Hall, a hall built to honor both the empire and Queen
Victoria’s husband Prince Albert,
to see Cirque du Soleil’s Totem.
For those who don’t know,
Cirque du Soleil is an international
theatre company that puts a on
show similar to a circus performance that includes all kinds of
acrobatic feats.
More than once I held my
breath, wondering if someone
was going to fall, only to burst
into relieved applause with the rest

Photo courtesy of Haley Seger

of the audience when the person
landed safely on the ground.
You’re not exactly thinking
about the remnants of the British
Empire while watching people
swing from acrobatic rings hanging 30 feet in the air.
Obviously, I’ve done a wide variety of things with my time here.
With so many different things
to do and see, it feels a little
overwhelming.
I just have to keep reminding
myself that I will be here for another three and a half months, although I don’t know if even that
would be enough time to see everything there is to see.

Patrick Clark, A & E Editor
Phone: (937) 621-2674
Newswire-Diversions@xavier.edu

The reel review with Alex:
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Quality TV: BBC America
I never
had cable
when
I
was growing up. My
mother
thought
the idea of
spending
hours in
front of a
black box
Patrick that fried
brain
Clark my
was despiA&E Editor
cable and
ridiculous.
So I spent the majority of my
childhood playing outside, cutting
down trees and catching small
reptiles.
Saturday morning cartoons
were my only real experience of
television (and that was before my
parents woke up). One can imagine that when I came to college
and Xavier offered free access to
a slew of channels, I hardly knew
what to do with myself.
I immediately discovered a
number of programs that I really
liked, but a whole lot I thought
were simply junk.
That being said, over time I
have come to realize that the quality of television programming offered is, overall, lacking. However,
exceptions exist in everything and,
for television, the channel BBC
America is that exception.
BBC America is a subsidiary of
the British Broadcasting Company
out of the United Kingdom that
broadcasts some of the best
British programs in the states.
Now, the reason I am putting
this channel on a pedestal is based
on two elements (neither of which
are the current, or any prior, season of Dr. Who).

First, the news reporting is first
rate. In comparison to some channels, I do not feel as though I am
being driven mad with politically
charged reporting or being shouted at by some guru that is potentially being paid under the table by
the NRA. (Yes Fox, I am talking
to you).
In contrast, I receive the facts
of the story reported in a concise
and meaningful manner with very
little opinion or unnecessary commentary thrown in.
I am happy news anchors have
opinions, but I really do not care
what they are. I am capable of
forming my own.
On the entertainment side of
BBC America, Top Gear has my
vote for the best show currently
on television. Anywhere.
The hilarity of the show is only
matched by the actual information
received. Episodes include various
types of segments where the three
hosts, Jeremy Clarkson, James May
and Richard Hammond, do things
such as race cars against planes
(both turbo-prop and jet engine),
destroy caravans by lighting them
on fire with the exhaust of a dragster, morph cars into boats (and
attempting to cross the English
channel) and pushing the limits of
the fastest, most powerful and expensive cars in existence.
If you do not have BBC
America, consider watching a segment on YouTube or borrow your
best mate’s Netflix password. It’s
bloody worth the effort.
Don’t be bogged down by bad
TV. Though I may be in complete
support of BBC America, it might
not be your thing. Despite that
potential fact, I encourage you to
branch out and away from your
weekly episode of Jersey Shore or
Desperate Housewives.

Films in review: 2011, the year of sequels
BY Alex Jabre
Staff Writer

The year of 2011 was officially
the year of the sequel (28 to be exact), but was also a year that provided us with another generous
offering of marvelous films.
You won’t find Hugo, The Artist,
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,
Midnight in Paris or The Help on
this list. They’re all good films but
were not, in my opinion, the best
of what this year had to offer.
Here is my opinion on 2011’s
must sees:
Win Win – Paul Giamatti is
winning (pardon the pun)
in the year’s best sports film about
a high school wrestling coach who
unwittingly forms a father/sonlike relationship with a troubled
(but prodigious) teenage wrestler.
Win Win is a wonderful film that
always plays authentically from its
whip-smart script and has a huge
heart.
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Sleeping Beauty – About as
far away from the Disney

cartoon as you can get. This polarizing, puzzling Australian indie stars Emily Browning as an
aimless university student who
becomes an escort without ever
realizing what’s happening to her
body. Sleeping Beauty is filled with
gorgeous images — masterfully
photographed with one-shot takes
— and Browning gives the bravest, boldest and best performance
by an actress this year.

8

Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows – Part 2 – A fantastic
finale to a great series, Harry Potter
8 starts off with a bang and goes
out on a triumphant high note as
Harry (Daniel Radcliffe) finally
faces off with Voldemort while
the Battle of Hogwarts rages on.
The Chamber of Secrets will always
be my favorite Potter, but this one’s
a close second.

7

The Ides of March - A great
political film starring the
terrific Ryan Gosling and directed
by George Clooney that wisely
focuses on the relationships between politicians rather than left/
right minutia and, like a great

thriller, keeps the tension thick
and exciting enough to make your
heart stop.
I didn’t just include this because
Xavier is featured in it. Honest.

6

Everything Must Go - Will
Ferrell gives an Oscar-level
performance in this wickedly funny and a deeply moving film about
an alcoholic who is forced to live
on his lawn and sell everything he
owns.
It’s a shame that this didn’t do
better when it was released, but
thankfully, it’s now out on DVD.

5

The Future - This one-of-akind indie treat from filmmaker Miranda July is an original,
creative and heartbreaking portrait of a couple who re-examines
their relationship after they decide
to adopt a stray cat.
July’s six-year follow up to
Me and You and Everyone We Know
doesn’t at all disappoint.

4

Sucker Punch - I’m not going
to apologize for this. This
big-budget grindhouse epic from
director Zack Snyder (300) is a

sleek, stylish and dazzling mindtrip centered around a group ofwomen — led by the main character Babydoll (Emily Browning,
again!) — as they try to break free
from an insane asylum, in reality
and in their minds.
Although trashed by critics,
Sucker Punch affected me strongly
in its beautiful, action-fueled,
manga-like craziness.

3

Martha Marcy May Marlene
– Elizabeth Olsen gives
an outstanding performance as a
fractured young woman who flees
from an abusive cult, led by the
sinister Patrick (John Hawkes),
only to believe that they’re still after her.
Well-acted and amazingly written and directed by (first timer!)
Sean Durkin, Martha is a haunting,
chilling film with an unforgettable
ending that’ll make you want to
scream.

2

The Tree of Life – The latest
film from visionary genius
Terrence Malick is a beautiful, poetic and awe-inspiring opus that
attempts to capture the complexi-

ties of life from its beginning to
ends by focusing on a man’s (Sean
Penn) childhood reflections of his
stoic father (Brad Pitt) and angelic
mother (Jessica Chastain). A transcendent experience.

1

Red State – The most powerful moviegoing experience I had in 2011.,Kevin
Smith’s (Clerks) best movie ever is
a pure adrenaline rush that doesn’t
let its choking grip off of you until the end credits.
It represents what every horror
movie should be: a perfectly shot,
tightly edited and brilliantly directed piece of art that isn’t afraid to
be brutal and uncompromising.
Watching the film is a disturbing experience and it’s not the
kind of movie I’d watch over and
over again, but coming from a
staunch non-horror fan, Red State
will knock you out.
Honorable Mentions: The
Descendants, 50/50, Super 8, The
Muppets, War Horse.
Worst Film of
Hangover Part II.

2011: The
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SUPERBOWL
XLVI
Who will win: The Patriots or the Giants?

By Lizzie Glaser
Managing Editor

Everything about Super Bowl (can I say that in here?) XLVI (that’s 46, for those of us who
think Roman numerals died out Before the Common Era) screams rematch. It’s the same franchises, the same coaches, even the same quarterbacks as Super Bowl XLII (42). And with Tom
Brady and the New England Patriots looking to avenge their 17-14 loss to the New York Giants
in 2008, Sunday’s game is sure to be entertaining, even if neither team tickles your fancy.
As a quick recap, here’s what’s at stake: In Super Bowl XLII, the Giants, who trailed 7-3 going into the fourth quarter, defeated the Patriots 17-14 in the last 35 seconds of the game on a
touchdown pass from Eli Manning to Plaxico Burress, ending the Pats’ undefeated season (reference David Tyree’s “Helmet Hands” Catch-42). Four years later, Brady’s back for revenge.
The Patriots (15-3) are making their seventh Superbowl appearance on Sunday, the fifth
with Bill Belichick as head coach. The Giants (12-7) will be making their fifth showing, the second with Tom Coughlin as head coach. Though both teams have been looking strong recently,
the Patriots with 10 consecutive wins and the Giants with five (including the victory over Super
Bowl favorite and defending champions, the Green Bay Packers), experts predict New England
will come out on top by a spread of three. But since they predicted the Pats to win by 12 in 2008
and they lost by 3, I decided to take an informal poll to find out which team Xavier students
favor. Along with the rest of Xavier, it seems, I’m pulling for Manning. Tom Brady may be an
underwear model, but baby bro’s got it going on.
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“I want the Giants to win, and every guy
hates my reason…but I think Eli
Manning is the cutest nugget in the wor
ld. But I think it’ll be 34-27 Patriots.”
–Carly Davies, junior

“I want the Giants to win
because I really like the
color of their jerseys, and
I prefer New York to Ne
w
England because I grew up
in Syracuse [NY]. I’ll say
28-24 Giants.” –Elizabeth
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For Rent: CINCIVEGAN@
JUNO.COM for info on wonderful apts across from campus. All sizes! Studios up to 5
bedroom apartment (and others
in between). Tell us what size
you want, so that we can e-mail
you the links for the appropriate apts. Summer and/or the
school year.
Large one-bedroom apartment
for rent in Norwood. Front
porch and back deck. 3 miles
from Xavier. $450 plus utilities. Save 10% ($405 monthly)
on monthly rent if agreement
signed before February 1st. Call
Steve 614-425-0775.
Wanted: Preschool/
Kindergarten Spanish Teacher
Teacher needed to facilitate the
Spanish with Elena curriculum
in local preschools. Teaching
degree is not required. Teacher

will travel weekly to participating preschools. The position is
part-time (8 hours/week) and
requires an 18 week commitment January through May.
Please contact Elena@spanishwithelena.com for more details.
HOUSING for the 2012 school
year, Large 3 and 4 bedroom
($375 pp/mo) FREE laundry,
Free internet, A/C, D/W, off
st. prkg, deck, balcony, next to
other student housing, walk to
campus. Call Pat 513-702-8251.
For Sale
1925 Hopkins Ave. Norwood,
OH
Just a few blocks from campus
6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1 ½ baths
Equip kitchen, central air
Front porch, glass enclosed rear
porch
Oversize 2 car garage
$139,900

Classifieds
Contact; Larry 513-871-4040
Larry@KopfRealEstate.com

1BR@$600/month
Call John at (513) 288-0427

As part of our expansion
program, a small company is
looking for part-time work from
home account managers. The
job pays $700 a month, plus
benefits and takes only little
of your time. Please contact us
for more details. Requirements
- Should be a computer literate and have 2-3 hours access
to the internet, weekly. Also,
applicant must be over 19 years
of age; and must be efficient
and dedicated to the job. If
you are interested and need
more information, contact
Jennifer Cornwell via email at
p.williamsm@hotmail.com

HOUSE FOR RENT for
the 2012-2013 school year.
Adjacent to campus- great location, 4028 Huston Ave. 6 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, free
laundry, parking. $1590/month.
call Karen at 321-2946.

Avail for 2012-13 school year.
3757 Spencer – best location!
3BR@$1200/month and

Large House completely renovated for June 2012 occupancy.
5-7 residents. four living rooms,
four baths, three kitchens, laundry, off street parking, walk to
campus.$1875-2100/mo. Adam
513.608.0887.
After-school childcare: Looking
for someone to watch our four
children weekday afternoons.
Three children go to Kilgour
Elementary (11 year old boy,
9 year old boy, 5 year old girl)

Rachael Harris, Features Editor
Phone: (513) 348-4992

and one goes to Walnut Hills
High School (14 year old boy).
Responsibilities include: picking up the three children from
Kilgour daily, help get them
started on homework, help
them get snacks, and watch
them while they play. The children are easy-going, very sweet
(even though all parents say
that, they really are) love to play
outside, and love sports. Also
responsible for picking up 14
year old from Walnut Hills after
school activities and sometimes
taking younger children to
after-school practices or activities. Looking for someone who
loves children, is responsible
and dependable. Needs a car.
Hours: 3:30-6:30 weekdays. $12
an hour. Start February 3.
Please contact Laura Trujillo
Faherty at lauraktrujillo@gmail.
com or 602-290-6809.
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